Kai is nearly 30 years old. Kai has a good job. He was very hard working to achieve success. His job could make a lot of money and he can do anything if he wants.

One day he realised this job wasn’t his passion job. He mumbled “This job could help me with money, but doesn’t make me happier”.

So he decided to quit his job and thought about what he wants and who he wants to be. After a few months, Kai was thinking about his dream when he was younger. He decided to become a vlogger and be a traveller. That job will make him happier in life and more interesting in his job.

When he started his new job, Kai didn’t know anything about this job. He yelled “How can I be successful with it?”. Then he remembered this sentence “Everything when you start will be hard”.

That sentence made him of more motivated in this job. He learned and researched about this job in a couple of months and he learned a lot of amazing things in this job. He whispered “If I don’t do this job, I will never have this experience.

Kai swore to himself “I will be successful in a few days”. Therefore, Kai tried and tried hard in that job. After 5 months, he knew how to credit video and upload it on YouTube. His first video uploaded didn’t have plenty of views but the viewers liked the way Kai burned his video.

Day by day, Kai was chasing travellers and vloggers could be considered successful. Viewers commented Kai was enthusiastic and dedicated at his job. Now he had more than 1.4 million subscribers on his YouTube and every video uploaded had more than 3 million views.

When Kai started to travel somewhere, he was researched the culture of that place and found the best way to get on well with the local people. The viewers liked his videos, also local people too. He travelled to country town and villages. That was the best moments to him. These local people weren’t rich but they were always willing to share their food and give him an accommodation when he wanted to stay overnight.

Beside a vlogger Kai’s a volunteer too. He came to remote areas to help people in these and built them houses and gave them some food. Also, he fixed schools for children and taught them knowledge.

Kai also travelled to many other countries.
When Kai travelled to strange countries, he often learned and researched about culture, history and foods of that country. Then shared these experiences for viewers or who wanted to travel to that country.

In 2019, Kai was nominated as one in ten people who had influenced others to travel around the world.
Chasing passion

Kai wants to chase his passion job. How hard was that decision to make? Who knows whether he will be successful with his passion job or not?